CAPABILITIES DESCRIPTION

(with

Mandel inside)

Orai will coach you to reduce your filler words,
speak clearly, and at a good pace.
Instant Speech Feedback Using Artificial Intelligence

Anyone can practice out loud, with a friend or in front of a mirror. But only Orai picks
up on filler words like um, tells you if youarespeakingtoofast or...too...slow... and
provides you with a transcript of what you just said - which highlights your varying
energy, enunciation… or lack thereof.

Guided Lessons on Public Speaking
Just like playing the piano or running a marathon, you’ve got to keep practicing in
order to master public speaking. With the help of TED speakers and worldrenowned Mandel Communications speech coaches, we’ve come up with a way
to master public speaking with bite-sized practice exercises. Whether coupled with
Mandel training or used as a standalone tool, these lessons result have an
immediate impact.

Communication Coach in Your Pocket

No matter where a person lives in the world, Orai automatically adjusts to evaluate
their unique English delivery through our multi-accent support. This tool is proving
very valuable for global audiences who need to communicate effectively within
global teams.

Orai Enterprise provides a unique and robust coaching
environment just for your team
Custom Content to Drive Relevant Learning
Whether your organization is launching a new product, managing
a merger, introducing new messaging into the marketplace, or
promoting a new sales pitch, your employees can have access to
all the company specific information on their smartphone and
start learning the content and practice the communication that
surrounds those strategic activities WITH feedback. This kind of
access to information in your employee’s hands leads to quicker
adoption, streamlined communication inside and outside the
organization, faster decision making and more precise execution.
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Measure the Effectiveness of Your Training
At every level of any organization, good speaking skills are a vital part of showing competence and credibility.
And getting results. Training in speaking and presenting is one thing. Making those skills stick is something
else. Orai helps achieve that. The simplicity of tapping a few buttons on a phone and getting impactful,
actionable and shareable feedback makes Orai an invaluable tool for your organization.

Feature Comparison

Pricing
Orai: Currently offered for no charge on Apple App Store and Android Play Store
Orai Enterprise: $100/user/year (volume discounting available)
Customization fees based on design requirements
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